The Xist gene produces a long noncoding RNA that initiates chromosomewide gene repression on the inactive X chromosome in female mammals. Recent progress has advanced the understanding of Xist function at the molecular level. This review provides an overview of insights from genetic approaches and puts the new data in the context of an emerging mechanistic model as well as the existing literature. Some consideration is given on how independent biochemical studies on X inactivation help to advance on the wider question of chromatin regulation in the mammalian dosage compensation system.
Introduction
Noncoding RNAs appear as regulators of cell signalling and gene expression in many biological contexts. Lack of sequence bias and conservation associated with open reading frames makes functional RNAs more difficult to identify. Proving that an RNA rather than a protein is the functional product of a gene appears to be a formidable task. Xist is among the first regulatory RNAs discovered and implicated in formation of the inactive X chromosome (Xi). This review focuses on the analysis of Xist function and its molecular mechanism as an important model for functional RNAs.
The discovery of Xist follows the investigation of the genetic basis of X chromosome inactivation. One of the two X chromosomes in female mammals is inactivated in a random manner [1] . X chromosome inactivation (XCI) serves as a dosage compensation mechanism and adjusts for the different number of X chromosomes between the sexes. The X inactivation centre (Xic) has been genetically defined as a locus that facilitates inactivation of one of the two X chromosomes in female cells [2] . The Xic locus also contains the Xist gene [2] [3] [4] . Xist produces an RNA, which is localized to the nucleus, shows no association with ribosomes, and paints the inactive X chromosome [5] [6] [7] . Together these observations make a convincing case for the functional product of the Xist gene being an RNA and not a protein. Xist is conserved in the large majority of placental mammals and contains a number of repeated sequence elements [7] [8] [9] [10] (figure 1a). Its requirement for female development has been shown in mice [11] . Thereby Xist is required for inactivation of the X chromosome and for choosing the chromosome to inactivate [12] . An X chromosome bearing a mutation of Xist remains active and does not express the mutant Xist [13] .
Analysis of Xic sequences by transgenic experiments in mouse embryonic stem (ES) cells has further provided evidence that functions of the Xic can be grafted to other chromosomal contexts. Using yeast artificial chromosomes carrying approximately half a megabase of Xic sequences, inactivation of genes on autosomes has been achieved [14, 15] . Also, smaller transgenes derived from Xic sequences show that elements for chromosomal inactivation reside in a confined genomic interval [16] . Results obtained with a cosmid derived transgene & 2017 The Author(s) Published by the Royal Society. All rights reserved.
spanning the Xist gene indicate that some function might reside within the Xist locus itself [17] . These studies show that aspects of Xic activity can be reconstituted by transgenes on autosomes and provide a starting point for investigating the underlying mechanisms.
Functional analysis of Xist RNA sequences
The role of Xist in chromosome-wide gene silencing is difficult to investigate as it is under the control of complex regulation. Deletions within the Xist gene often prevent expression such that the function of the mutant Xist RNA cannot be studied [12, 18] . To circumvent this issue, heterologous promoters have been used for driving Xist expression from transgenes. Using the tetracycline inducible expression system [19] , it could be shown that expression of mouse Xist from a cDNA transgene is sufficient to elicit signs of inactivation in male mouse ES cells [20] . In this system, chromosomal hallmarks of X inactivation as well as evidence for gene repression could be demonstrated. Following the idea of the inducible transgenic system, a series of Xist deletions have been characterized by insertion of several Xist cDNA transgenes into the Hprt locus on the X chromosome of male ES cells [10] . The ability of mutant Xist RNAs to localize and to elicit X chromosome silencing could be analysed (summary in figure 1b) . The latter was measured indirectly through the induction of cell death by the loss of expression from the single X chromosome in male ES cells. This investigation led to the identification of repeat A as an important element within Xist for gene repression. Repeat A also appears to achieve silencing in human cells whereby cooperation between monomeric repeat A motifs is observed [21] . Xist repeats F and B have been implicated in the recruitment of Polycomb complexes [22] (figure 1b). Use of peptide linked nucleic acid (PNA) and locked nucleic acid (LNA) interference techniques have also provided evidence that interference with repeat C can lead to delocalization of Xist RNA from the chromosome [23, 24] . Albeit results with both PNA and LNA reagents are in agreement with each other, the precise mode of action of the synthetic oligonucleotides remains rstb.royalsocietypublishing.org Phil. Trans. R. Soc. B 372: 20160368 unclear and does not seem to resemble a simple deletion of repeat C sequences [10] . In addition, there is evidence that repeat C might act as a binding site for YY1 [25] . Deletion of sequences within the Xist gene locus has shown a contribution of Xist exon 7 to stable localization of Xist RNA to the X chromosome [26] . Furthermore, Xist repeat D has been suggested to have some function in XIST expression and gene silencing in transformed 293FT human embryonic kidney cells [27] . Sequence elements throughout Xist that are not restricted to the identified repeats A to F act in a parallel or redundant manner for localizing Xist RNA [10] .
The above cited studies have also facilitated to separate different functions of Xist through deleting specific sequences. Notably, expression of Xist lacking repeat A has been shown to lead to the recruitment of chromatin modifications without affecting gene expression [28] [29] [30] . Based on this observation a model has been put forward that Xist might establish a chromatin compartment that resembles the facultative heterochromatin of the Xi. At the initiation of X inactivation this compartment would initially not affect gene expression. In a subsequent and separate event that is dependent on Xist repeat A sequences gene repression would be achieved and finally repressed genes would associate with the repressive chromatin compartment [28] . The idea of such a repressive compartment is consistent with several observations including the location of X-linked genes outside the Xist covered nuclear territory at early time points in X inactivation. Furthermore, partial histone H4 acetylation pattern can be visualized by microscopy of the X chromosome that expresses Xist RNA lacking repeat A. The latter might account for gene activity on the X chromosome that else recapitulates the heterochromatin composition of the Xi [30] . However, these models are based on results that were largely obtained in ES cells. Caution is therefore needed with generalizing these results as the situation in ES cells and the embryo might differ. Furthermore, it should be considered that induced Xist expression from a strong artificial promoter might not reflect physiological expression levels of Xist. Future studies in mouse embryos are therefore desirable for addressing these limitations and investigating Xist RNA sequences in different lineages and stem cell systems.
Evidence for developmental regulation of the gene silencing pathways of Xist
To evaluate the influence of the type or differentiation state of a cell on Xist function inducible Xist expression in differentiating ES cells was investigated initially. Gene repression was observed if induction of Xist had occurred within the first 2 days of differentiation [20] . In fully differentiated cells Xist appeared to have lost its ability to initiate repression. This result is further consistent with an analysis in embryonic fibroblasts suggesting Xist function is restricted in cell differentiation [20] . Using a mouse line that carried an inducible promoter in the endogenous Xist gene a more extensive analysis of Xist function in development was performed based on the idea that chromosome-wide repression of the single X chromosome in male mice by forced Xist expression translates into cell death and an anatomically scorable phenotype [31] . From this study it appeared that Xist caused widespread cell loss in embryos when induced early. Xist induction at E9.5 was still capable to initiate X-inactivation at least to some extent, when normally XCI is thought to be initiated at E5.5 in the female embryo. It is not clear if this phenotype was entirely caused by defects in the embryonic lineages or also defects in the extraembryonic tissues contributed. Progressively later induction of Xist in development resulted in less and less severe malformations. Induction at or after day 12.5 gave life born mice that appeared anatomically normal but died shortly after birth. A likely cause of death is a lack of blood cells as it could be shown that haematopoietic progenitors in all blood lineages are susceptible to Xist-mediated gene repression even in adult mice [31] . The haematopoietic context for repression for Xist could independently be observed in a thymic lymphoma mouse model [32] . Xist induction in tumours or tumour cells resulted in rapid cell death and tumour regression. The observation that gene repression by Xist was regulated in haematopoietic differentiation prompted an attempt to identify genes that are differentially expressed between Xist responsive and resistant tumours. The latter could be obtained by culture of tumour cells over many cell doublings. SATB1 could be identified as a factor that correlated with Xist function in gene repression. SATB1 further correlated with the thymic progenitor population that was susceptible to gene repression by Xist [32] suggesting a potential silencing factor of Xist. However, later work showed that Satb1 appears not to be critical for X inactivation in the embryo [33] . Whereas Satb1 can reprogram cells to reactivate the context for Xistmediated gene repression, it appears to be required only in blood cells suggesting other factors might perform similar functions in the embryo [33] . Notably, XIST expression can initiate gene repression also in the human tumour derived HT1080 fibrosarcoma cell line [34] and the immortalized human embryonic kidney 293 cell line [35] . These observations could indicate that transformed and embryonic cells might have access to pathways that Xist uses for initiating gene repression. The cell type specificity of Xist function further suggests that the underlying pathways might be under developmental control and therefore could be isolated and manipulated for studying associated molecular components.
Identification of factors in X inactivation through genetic screening
Genetic screening can be an efficient tool to identify factors that interact with Xist in gene silencing. The development of methods for conducting genome-wide screens in mammals and the availability of a variety of model systems provide a basis for experimental strategies to unravel the regulatory mechanisms of Xist-mediated silencing. Structural maintenance of chromosomes hinge domain containing 1 (Smchd1) was the first factor that was identified in a genetic screen and could be linked to X chromosome inactivation. In this pioneering work an autosomal transgene reporter was used for identifying epigenetic modifiers of gene expression in mice [36] . Blewitt et al. used mice that carry a variegating green fluorescence protein (GFP) transgene as a model system, whereby 55% of the erythrocyte population shows metastable GFP expression. Mutations were generated by using N-ethyl-N-nitrosourea (ENU) as the mutagenic agent. Mutant offspring were selected based on inherited epigenetic alterations of GFP transgene activity that could be measured by flow cytometry of blood samples. One of these mutations, called Momme D1 for Modifier of Murine Metastable Epiallele rstb.royalsocietypublishing.org Phil. Trans. R. Soc. B 372: 20160368 D1, showed increased GFP expression and also revealed a homozygous female-specific lethal phenotype at embryonic day 11. The Momme D1 mutation mapped to the Smchd1 gene in chromosome 17 [37] . The implication of Smchd1 in X inactivation was confirmed in mice carrying an X-linked EGFP transgene and a maternal mutant Xist allele. The latter modification prevents the randomness of XCI and forces the silencing of the paternal X chromosome harbouring the GFP marker gene. Upon genetic truncation of Smchd1, EGFP expression was detected not only in embryonic but also in extra-embryonic tissues at early developmental stages. In addition CpG islands that are normally subject to DNA methylation on the Xi were found to be hypomethylated in Smchd1 mutant embryos. Enrichment of SMCHD1 on the Xi was detected by immunofluorescence analysis suggesting a direct role of Smchd1 in regulating DNA methylation and gene expression on the Xi [37] . Whether SMCHD1 is a component of the DNA methylation system or is more generally involved in the chromatin configuration of the Xi remains to be established in future studies. However, this discovery highlights an impressive advance that has been facilitated by genetic screening in mice.
Recent studies have aimed to extend screening for silencing factors into different cell systems. This approach is motivated in part by the availability of selection strategies and also by consideration of the high resource and time requirements for screens in animals. A suitable model system for studying X inactivation can be found in ES cells that represent the developmental context where Xist can initiate silencing. Moindrot et al. introduced an inducible Xist transgene and a GFP reporter into chromosome 17 of a male ES cell line [38] . Addition of doxycycline to the culture results in Xist transgene expression that causes repression of genes including the GFP reporter on the transgenic autosome. Viral shRNA libraries were used for depletion of genes through RNA interference. After Xist induction the cells showing the highest GFP expression were isolated and the enriched shRNAs identified. The rationale behind this screen is that whereas GFP is repressed by Xist expression in the parental cell line, GFP expression might persist if a silencing factor for Xist is depleted. This strategy led to the identification of several candidates including the RNA binding protein RBM15, a subunit of an RNA methyltransferase complex WTAP, and a mammalian homologue of Split Ends SPEN. In addition, several genes were identified that might be related to the GFP reporter system used or related to technical aspects of the cell line. [40] . Mutagenesis in these haploid cells through retroviral gene-trap vectors facilitated the generation of large mutant pools that were selected through phenotypic interrogation following a simple rationale. Induction of Xist expression from the single X chromosome results in cell death in wild-type haploid cells, whereas cells carrying mutations in silencing factors cannot initiate X inactivation and survive. Amplification of the flanking genomic regions of viral integrations from cell pools and sequence analysis allowed the identification of genes that are overrepresented in the surviving population. Overall this is an efficient approach but requires the use of large numbers of haploid ES cells as well as high titre retroviruses to obtain robust statistics. In addition, repeated screening in independent pools can provide further support for potential candidate factors. Identification of expected technical hits including the Xist gene and the expression cassette for the tetracycline regulated transactivator provide evidence for the feasibility and efficiency of the screening set-up. A ranking of several factors was obtained among which Spen was identified in a high ranked position [40] . Subsequently, the function of Spen was investigated through nuclease mediated deletion in ES cells. Spen was required for repression of X-linked genes by Xist and its mutation reduced the recruitment of chromatin modifications. In contrast, Xist localization was apparently not dependent on Spen.
Interestingly, the candidate lists obtained from the screens by Moindrot et al. and Monfort et al. share few genes. This observation likely reflects the differences in screening system as well as mutagenic strategy. It should also be considered that both screens are unlikely saturated to a genome-wide level and might have different false positive and false negative rates. Notably, Spen (also named Mint, Sharp, or Rbm15c) has been identified in both screens suggesting a very robust genetic silencing factor. SPEN is an RNA binding protein and has been implicated in gene repression before. SPEN is a nuclear protein that contains four N-terminal RNA recognition domains (RRM) and a conserved Spen paralog and orthologue (SPOC) C-terminal domain that interacts with co-repressor complexes and histone deacetylases [ rstb.royalsocietypublishing.org Phil. Trans. R. Soc. B 372: 20160368 also been suggested to contribute to the function of Spen in X inactivation [42] . Spen has further been implicated in negative regulation of the Notch and nuclear receptor signalling pathways [43, 44] . Furthermore, RNA-protein cross-linking strategies suggest a direct interaction of SPEN with Xist [42, [45] [46] [47] . Consistent with expectations for a silencing factor SPEN can interact with repeat A sequences of Xist [40, 45, 48] . A mutation of Spen is embryonic lethal at embryonic day 12.5 in mice [43] . Therefore, loss of Spen appears to be less severe than a paternally inherited Xist mutation [11] . Possible explanations might be maternal contribution of SPEN protein or Spen independent X inactivation in extraembryonic trophectoderm lineages that could mask an early phenotype. Alternatively, partially compensating pathways might exist in the embryo that would not be prominent in ES cells.
Factors and pathways contributing to silencing the Xi
Presently, it appears that a key pathway that might be engaged by repeat A of Xist and involves Spen is essential for gene repression. However, Spen and repeat A sequences appear not required for Xist localization and have little effect on establishing the chromatin modifications on Xi. Additional factors have been identified that are involved in these aspects of Xist function. Immunofluorescence studies in female somatic cells permitted the identification of a specific histone composition of the Xi that is characterized by H3K9 methylation and hypoacetylation, H3K4 hypomethylation [49] , a lack of histone H4 acetylation [50] , increased mono-methylation of histone H4 lysine 20 [29] , and enrichment of the histone variant mH2A [51] . Although the chromatin configuration contributes to the Xi, loss of function analysis indicates that not all factors might have a crucial function. mH2A is largely dispensable for X inactivation [52] and there are two related genes in mice. Combined mutations in mH2A.1 and mH2A.2 have little effect on viability and fertility of mice [51] suggesting redundant chromatin regulation. A large number of proteins of the Polycomb group are recruited to the X chromosome upon Xist expression and have a prominent effect on histone modifications of the Xi. The initial observations implicating the PcG gene Eed in X inactivation were a female-specific phenotype in the extraembryonic lineages [53] . Eed is a component of Polycomb repressive complex 2 (PRC2) that has histone methylase activity. Subsequently, enrichment of EED and tri-methylation of histone H3 lysine 27 (H3K27me3) could be demonstrated on the Xi of several cell types and in mice [54, 55] . The Xistmediated recruitment of PRC2 to the X-chromosome was recently shown to involve the JARID2 protein, which also might mediate crosstalk between PRC1 and PRC2 [22, 56] . PRC1 complexes mediate mono-ubiquitination of histone H2A lysine 119 (H2AK119ub) on the Xi [57] . Absent, small or homeotic discs 2 like (ASH2 L) is classified as a Trithorax group protein but apparently also is enriched on the Xi possibly through association with PcG proteins [30] . These observations suggest that a large set of chromatin associated proteins contribute to a unique chromatin configuration of the Xi. RNA interference mediated depletion of Ash2l did not abrogate silencing of an autosomal marker gene by transgenic Xist suggesting that Ash2l is not essential for gene repression in XCI [30] . Similarly, mutation of the PcG genes Eed or Ring1b did not abrogate Xist-mediated silencing despite disruption of PRC1 and PRC2 function [58, 59] . Loss of PRC2 function was further shown not to impair X inactivation in embryonic lineages in mice [60] . Taken together the findings suggest that chromatin modifying complexes are relevant for X inactivation but are likely acting in a redundant manner or possess modulatory function. It needs to be considered that most of the experiments have been performed in cell systems that might just not be sensitive enough to detect subtle functions. However, one thought provoking result stands. Expression of a mutant Xist that lacks repeat A still appears to be able to recruit chromatin modifiers to establish a heterochromatin configuration similar to that of the Xi. Therefore, it is possible that the chromatin configuration per se is not sufficient for gene repression and X inactivation might require additional contributions such as the three-dimensional arrangement of gene loci.
Nuclear attachment factors are enriched in the Xi territory and contribute to localization of Xist transcripts over the entire X chromosome and chromatin organization. Scaffold attachment factor A/heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein U (SAF-A/HNRNP U) has been identified in association with the nuclear scaffold of the Xi [61] . Mutation of Saf-A in mice result in early embryonic lethality at day 11.5 [62] . Depletion of Saf-A by RNA interference in mouse neuroblastoma cells led to the loss of Xist accumulation on the Xi and a diffuse distribution throughout the nucleus [63] . Similarly Xist became diffusely localized in female fibroblasts and ES cells after SAF-A depletion. These results were independently confirmed in a male ES cell line with an inducible promoter inserted into the endogenous Xist gene [42] suggesting SAF-A as a crucial factor for Xist localization. Recent data indicate that in different cell systems SAF-A related proteins might also provide compensatory function [64] . Independent biochemical studies have confirmed SAF-A as an interactor of Xist [42, 45, 46] . Conversely, Xist appears also required for SAF-A enrichment on the Xi [30] . Genetic deletion of Xist in female fibroblasts derived from mouse embryos homozygous for a conditional Xist allele resulted in a loss of SAF-A enrichment. The same study also found that SAF-A enrichment could be induced independent of repeat A of Xist and therefore gene repression [30] . Taken together these results demonstrate separable genetic requirements for localization of Xist and gene repression ( figure 3) .
HNRNP K, another member of the HNRNP family, has been identified in a comprehensive investigation of Xist RNA binding proteins by mass spectrometry [45] . Depletion of HNRNPK in male ES cells measurably impaired the ability of an inducible Xist transgene on chromosome 11 to repress the imprinted Grb10 gene on the transgenic autosome. Unlike depletion of SAF-A, depletion of HNRNP K did not affect the localization of Xist RNA. Notably, accumulation of H2AK119ub and H3K27me3 was strongly reduced specifically on the Xi upon HNRNAP K depletion suggesting a critical role for hnrnpk for establishing histone modifications in X inactivation ( figure 3) .
Another attachment factor with a role in XCI is the Lamin B Receptor (LBR) a component of the nuclear lamina that recruits Xist to the nuclear periphery. LBR was identified in an RNA antisense purification and mass spectrometry (RAP-MS) approach for Xist binding proteins [42] . A defect in silencing was readily observed in differentiating female ESCs where LBR had been disrupted [48] . An arginine-serine motif was rstb.royalsocietypublishing.org Phil. Trans. R. Soc. B 372: 20160368 postulated as a novel RNA binding domain for the interaction between Xist and LBR. A truncated LBR protein lacking this RS-motif did not rescue the depletion of LBR and Xist function. In addition, the interaction site of LBR could be mapped to the 5 0 -region of Xist. Deletion of this interaction site resulted in a silencing defect. Notably, expression of a version of Xist containing a BoxB motif, could be shown to cause gene silencing only if the mutated LBR protein lacking the RS-motif was fused to the heterologous lN RNA binding domain, which recognizes the BoxB sequence. This series of experimentation establishes LBR as a direct binder of Xist through a novel RNA binding domain. Its function is likely related through positioning of the X chromosome towards the nuclear lamina. Interestingly, the association with the nuclear lamina through LBR and with the nuclear scaffold through SAF-A are both required for X inactivation and, thus, suggest parallel but not redundant mechanisms of attachment ( figure 3) .
Identification of WTAP and its proposed interactors RBM15 and RBM15B by genetic screening as well as by biochemical purification hinted at a potential involvement of RNA N6-adenosine methylation (m6A) in Xist function [38, 42, 45] . RBM15 and RBM15B form a complex with WTAP and METTL3, which has catalytic RNA adenine methylase activity [65] . It could be shown that Xist RNA is methylated on adenosines and that methylation depends on METTL3 and WTAP. RBM15 and RBM15B appear to be redundant for Xist adenosine methylation. In addition the known methyladenine binding protein YTHDC1 is recruited to Xist and required for silencing [65] . Silencing could be rescued in the absence of Xist adenosine methylation by tethering YTHDC1 to Xist using the heterologous lN/BoxB system suggesting a role for adenosine methylation in the gene repression pathway [65] (figure 3). How the interaction with YTHDC1 results in transcriptional repression is not fully understood.
Other studies have investigated epigenetic mechanisms for the maintenance of gene silencing on the Xi in differentiated cells, when Xist is not critically required, through RNAi screens [66, 67] . A number of factors with broad overlap of cellular mechanisms including DNA replication have been implicated in the maintenance of XCI. However, their role at early stages of XCI and importance in the XCI mechanism remains to be clarified in further studies.
Concluding remarks and future outlook
Recent studies have brought substantial advances in the understanding of the molecular basis of Xist function. Progress follows and builds on earlier results in cell biology and biochemistry that yield a much improved picture of the mammalian dosage compensation system. Whereas this is undoubtedly a gratifying time for the field it should also be a good time to remember that most of the results have been obtained in artificial systems including reporter systems in mouse ES cells. Indeed, inducible Xist expression appears not a mere convenience but the only technically feasible approach to conduct some of the analysis. This observation notwithstanding future work will need to carefully examine the relevance of the identified molecular components for X chromosome inactivation in the organism. Mice will be an obvious choice as mutations of many genes are available or can be generated with reasonable effort. Some of identified Xist silencing factors do show expected embryonic lethality including Spen at day 12.5 [43] , Rbm15 at day 9.5 [68] , Wtap at day 6.5 [69] , and Saf-A at 11.5 [62] . These findings are consistent with a role of the relevant factors in X inactivation. However, observation of a female specific earlier lethality is the only outcome that could provide additional support for a function in XCI in the embryo. Naturally, such studies might only be conclusive for genes that play a critical role in XCI, and are redundant in other mechanisms. Death of male embryos is likely caused by functions of the genes in pathways other than X inactivation. Today few of the genes have been specifically investigated for sex specific early embryonic requirements. A major question that needs to be resolved is if the insights obtained into X inactivation are also relevant to gene regulation in other biological systems and maybe can help to understand questions in development or human disease. Much of progress in this area will depend on precise definition of molecular mechanisms in X inactivation. The identified silencing factors provide starting points for leveraging recent screening methodology and interactome analysis techniques. Future screening in sensitized backgrounds might be useful to extend pathways where redundancy might pose a problem for identifying genetic components. Recent work has shown that screening for synthetic phenotypes can be performed in mammalian cells [70] . Other noncoding RNAs with function in chromatin or chromosome regulation have been identified including Rsx in marsupials [71] , XACT in humans [72] , and roX RNAs in flies [73, 74] . Noncoding RNAs seem to act through different mechanisms and could point to more widespread involvement of RNA in chromatin domain regulation. It will be exciting to follow the exploration of these gene regulatory RNAs in future.
